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Abstract 

 

Pasta, a traditional and highly popular cereal-based food, is produced with durum wheat 

semolina. It contains 13% (db) of proteins, but is deficient in some amino acids.  

Protein enriched (17%) pasta with better amino acid profile were produced using 35% faba 

bean flour or 5% egg white powder. The impact of pasta enrichment on the structuration of 

their protein network was studied from the macro to the supramolecular scales against two 

pasta controls: classical 100% durum wheat pasta (13% protein) and wheat gluten enriched 

pasta (17% protein). Pasta is traditionally obtained after kneading, extruding and drying steps. 

Different temperature barrels can be used in industry. The effect of such drying temperature 

on the protein network structuration was studied using low (55 °C) or very high temperature 

(90 °C) on all enriched and control pasta. Changes in dried and cooked pasta structure were 

monitored by rheological, microscopic, SE-HPLC and FTIR methods and linked to in vitro 

protein digestibility of cooked pasta 

Different structural changes were detected in pasta especially at the macroscopic and 

supramolecular scales, related to the nature of the protein source used for the enrichment. 

The gluten and egg white enriched pasta presented a strengthened structure due to their high 

covalently linked protein network, unlike faba bean enriched pasta which presented a weakly 

bounded protein network. This variability in pasta matrix structure may impact the protein 

digestibility of cooked pasta. Protein conformation (β-sheet and β-turns) was highly related to 

the amino acid content of the raw mater used for enrichment. Rising temperature induced a 

fortification of pasta structure, notably for gluten and egg pasta, by increasing the level of 

covalently bounded proteins and induced a higher β-sheet proportion, while decreasing α-helix 

structures in dried pasta. Despite these structural high temperature-induced changes, no 

effect on protein digestion after cooking pasta was observed. 
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